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continuing for five consecutive days. The Caddo and Wichita also 
adopted the new rule in agreement with instructions brought back by 
a delegation sent out about the same time. T 

magpie feathers, and the shrewd traders soon turned the fact to their 
own advantage by importing selected crow feathers, which they sold to 
the unsuspecting Indians for the genuine article a t  the rate of two 
feathers for a quarter. While in the land of the Paiute the delegates 
took part in the Ghost dance a t  Mason valley, and were thrown into a 
trance by Wovoka, as re~a&& in chapter IX. 

,-mogf dance practically superseded all other 
Cheyenne and Arapaho, and constantly developed 
bly the auxiliary LLcrow dance." which was 

m Hand. This was claimed as a dance seen in 
world, but is really only a modification of 
o the northern prairie tribes. The opening of the reservation and 

influx of the whites served to intensify the religious fervor of the 
who were now more than ever made to feel their dependent - 

and helpless condition, It was impossible, however, that the intenser 
mental strain could endure forever, and after the failure of the prea 

1\ T T r w i l d  excitement gradually cooled a - 
crystallized in% a fixed but tranquil expectation of ultimate happiness / - -  . 
under the old conditions in another world. 

another delegation, consistin I 

A vear later, in October, 1893, Black Covote and several others dictated 
through me r letter to Wovoka, askill; him to send then, some of the 2 

the preceding year. To one who knows these people their simple 
religious faith is too touching to be a subject of amusement. 

f 
The messiah doctrine never gained many converts among the Coman- 

che, excepting those of the PenatG1ka division and a few others living 


